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ABSTRACT: Interface engineered BaTiO3/SrTiO3 heterostructures were epitaxially
grown on (001) MgO substrates by pulsed laser deposition. Microstructural
characterizations by X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy indicate
that the as-grown heterostructures are c-axis oriented with sharp interfaces. The
interface relationships between the substrate and multilayered structures were
determined to be [001]SrTiO3//[001]BaTiO3//[001]MgO and (100)SrTiO3//(100)BaTiO3//
(100)MgO. The high-frequency microwave (∼18 GHz) dielectric measurements reveal
that the dielectric constant and dielectric loss of the nanolayered heterostructures are
highly dependent upon the stacking period numbers and layer thicknesses. With the
increase in the periodic number, or the decrease in each layer thickness, the dielectric
constant dramatically increases and the dielectric loss tangent rapidly decreases. The strong interface effect were found when the
combination period is larger than 16, or each STO layer is less than 6.0 nm. The optimized dielectric performance was achieved
with the best value for the loss tangent (0.02) and the dielectric constant (1320), which suggests that the BTO/STO
heterostructures be promising for the development of the room-temperature tunable microwave elements.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric-perovskite oxide thin films have fascinated
scientists and engineers’ great attention because of their
interesting physical properties and important application in
various areas such as electric, optical, and microwave
devices.1−7 Especially, the nonlinear dielectric property has
resulted in a significant increasing in the area of tunable wireless
microwave communications, such as microwave tunable phase
shifters, oscillators, filters, and antennas.8−14 In the past two
decades, ferroelectric Barium Strontium Titanate
(BaxSr1−xTiO3 or BST) thin films have been considered to be
one of the most important candidates for the microwave
elements because of the tunable dielectric constant via an
external field and adjustable curie temperature through varying
the solution concentration between barium titanate and
strontium titanate.15,16 However, the relatively large dielectric
insertion loss, soft mode effect, and limited figure of merit at
high-frequency microwave region restrict the practical
application in tunable microwave elements. Therefore, many
techniques have been developed to improve the microwave
dielectric properties, both in lowering down the loss-tangent
and enhancing the tunability.17−20 For instance, BTO and BST

thin films have been systematically studied at 10 GHz with a
dielectric loss 0.1.21 Furthermore, Cole et al. demonstrated that
the compositional gradient BST multilayers can significantly
change the dielectric performance with the dielectric loss of
∼0.08, ∼0.06, ∼0.012 at 0.5, 5, and 10 GHz, respectively.22 It
has been also demonstrated that the Mn doped BST films can
have the excellent dielectric properties with the average
dielectric loss of 0.03 at a broad range high frequency from
15 GHz to 30 GHz is 0.033.23

Recently, the multifunctional tuning ferroelectric BaTiO3/
SrTiO3 (BTO/STO) artificial multilayers and superlattices have
been studied extensively because of their unique physical
properties and phenomenon compared to the single-crystal
films of BTO, STO, and BST. Previous research indicates that
the size effects can significantly enhance the electric polar-
ization, increase dielectric response, and dramatically change
phase transition temperatures and other properties.24−30

Especially, the previous studies on the BTO/STO multilayer
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systems indicate that the dielectric constant can be significantly
enhanced at low-frequency range because of the large in-plane
lattice mismatch of ∼3% between BTO (0.3990 nm) and STO
(0.3905 nm) and the increase of interface strain with the
increase of the period of the strained multilayered thin
films.31−35 However, the microwave dielectric properties of
BTO/STO multilayered films in the range of GHz have not
been reported yet. We have systematically studied the
multilayered BTO/STO heterostructures and optimized the
growth conditions to improve the high-frequency microwave
dielectric properties and the corresponding physical properties.
In this letter, we report the epitaxial behavior and high-
frequency microwave dielectric properties of BTO/STO
multilayered thin films on (001) MgO substrates.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
A KrF excimer pulsed laser deposition system with a wavelength of
248 nm with the energy density of about 2 J/cm2 and a repetition rate
of 4 Hz was employed to perform the fabrication of ferroelectric
BTO/STO multilayered thin films on single-crystal (001) MgO
substrates. Single-phase pure BTO and STO targets were used for the
deposition. The single-crystal MgO substrates were selected for the
epitaxial growth of the multilayered thin films because of its low
frequency-dependent dielectric constant (∼9.7) and low loss tangent
values (∼3.3 × 10−7). In this system, the optimal growth conditions
were found to be in the temperature higher than 840 °C with an
oxygen pressure of 250 mTorr. The rate of the deposition time for the
BTO and STO single-layer is 0.4 to 0.6 and the stacking periodic
numbers are 4, 8, 16, and 30, respectively, as shown in the Figure 1,
which gives the total film thickness of near 450 nm with the layer
thickness of 6 nm and 9 nm for STO and BTO, respectively. All these
samples were designed to have the same film thickness controlled with
the equal total deposition time. The microstructure, crystallinity, and
epitaxial behavior of the as-grown multilayered thin films were
characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). The microwave dielectric properties of the thin
films were measured by split-post dielectric resonator technique at 18
GHz. The resonator was connected to the HP8720ES network
analyzer. Using the software provided by the split-post dielectric
resonators supplier (QWED), The dielectric constants ε and dielectric
losses tan δ can be calculated from the equations described below36,37

ε ε= + − εf f hf K h1 ( )/ ( , )0 S 0 (1)

δ = − −− − −Q Q Q Ptan ( )/1
DR

1
c

1
es (2)

Where the f 0 is empty resonator frequency, f S is resonator frequency
with sample, Kε (ε, h) is obtained by the method of Rayleigh-Ritz, h is
the thickness of sample, Q is the total quality factor, QDR is the quality
factor of the dielectric resonator with sample, Qc is the quality factor of
metal resonator with sample, and Pes is the electromagnetism energy
factor.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2a shows the typical XRD patterns of the as-grown
BTO/STO multilayered thin films deposited on (001) MgO

substrates with a total deposition time of 40 min but different
stacking periodic numbers (N). Only (00l) peaks appear in the
θ−2θ scans for both thin films and substrates, indicating that
the multilayered thin films have grown with c-axis perpendicular
to the plane of the substrate. It can be clearly seen that the
XRD patterns have two sets of peaks when the N is 4 or 8, one
is from BTO and the other is from STO. With the increase of
the N to 16, the satellite peaks appear. Figure 2b is the XRD
pattern of the multilayered thin film with N = 16. The peaks at
2θ ≈ 21.98, 22.30, and 22.94° were identified as the satellite
peaks. For N = 16, the thickness of every periodic layer (L) is
about 30 nm, giving the multilayered film thickness is about
480 nm. Moreover, the L for the N = 30 obtained is about 17
nm, giving the thickness of about 510 nm. This value is
somewhat about 10% larger than the designed structure,
probably due to the partial strain released in the hetero-
structures The results were calculated from the θ-2θ scans
employed the standard formula38 L = [λCu(Kα)/(sinθm+1 −
sinθm)], where λCu(Kα) is the wavelength of the Cu(Kα)
radiation and m corresponds to the mth satellite peak. The
visible satellite peaks in the large periodic number N are
resulted from the fact that the smaller L cause the larger
separation of θm+1 and θm because the larger the periodic
number N the smaller the layer thickness in the combinations.

Figure 1. Sketch for the formula of BTO/STO superlattices structure.

Figure 2. Typical X-ray diffraction pattern of the as-grown BTO/STO
multilayered thin films deposited on (001) MgO substrates, (a) with a
total deposition time but different N, (b) N = 16, (c) the ϕ scans taken
along the ⟨101⟩ direction of the multilayered thin films and MgO
substrates, displaying that the films are excellent epitaxial behavior.
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The ϕ scans have been done to understand the epitaxial quality
and the in-plane texture between the multilayered thin films
and the substrates. Figure 2c shows the ϕ scans taken from the
{101} planes of the multilayered thin films and MgO substrates,
displaying that only a clear 4-fold symmetry peaks from {101}
reflections were presented in the scans. The in-plane interface
relationship between the multilayered thin films and the MgO
substrate can be determined to be [001]STO//[001]BTO//
[001]MgO and (100)STO//(100)BTO //(100)MgO.
To better understand the epitaxial quality of the as-grown

multilayered thin films, the cross-sectional TEM studies have
been employed to further investigate the epitaxial behavior and
interface microstructure of the BTO/STO multilayered thin
films (N=30) on (001) MgO substrates. Figure 3a is a bright-
field TEM image, showing columnar-like structure features and
a clear sharp interface between the multilayered thin films and
the substrate. The film thickness is determined to be 465 nm,
which is close to the designed structure value, and the X-ray
diffraction calculation value of 510 nm. Figure 3b is a selected
area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern taken from the
multilayered BTO/STO film regions. It shows a single crystal
electron diffraction pattern. Diffraction spots are sharp for those
with lower indices but are broadened for those with higher
indices. The broadening of the higher order diffraction spots
may be due to the smaller orientation variation of the grains.
The lattice mismatch between the BTO and STO is too small
to be shown on the electron diffraction pattern in Figure 3b.
Figure 3c is a SAED pattern taken from the multilayered film
and the MgO substrate interface showing an epitaxial growth of
the multilayered films. The lattice mismatch between the
multilayered film and the substrate determined from this SAED
pattern is ∼ −6.8%. The orientation relationship between the
multilayered BTO/STO films and the MgO substrate is
(001)BTO//(001)STO//(001)MgO and [100]BTO//[100]STO//
[100]MgO. Cross-sectional high-resolution TEM (HRTEM)
has further demonstrated the epitaxial growth of the multi-
layered films on MgO substrate, Figure 3d, e. Figure 3d shows
that the films have an epitaxial behavior with a sharp and flat
interface structure with respect to the substrate. Figure 3e
shows that an atomically sharp interface was also formed
between the BTO and STO layers.
Figure 4 shows the values of the dielectric constant and loss

tangent measured at ∼18 GHz and room temperature as a
function of the N. The dielectric constants dramatically increase
with the increase of the N and the dielectric loss tangent also
rapidly decrease with the increase of the N. The optimized
dielectric properties determined with the low dielectric loss
tangent (0.02) at high frequency is achieved at N ≥ 16 with the
dielectric constant (1320). It is interesting to note that when
the periodic number is less than 16 (both 4 and 8
combinations), the heterostructures have the performances
similar to the dielectric constant of STO and the dielectric loss
of BTO. In fact, this can be understood by considering that the
heterostructures are the serial combinations of BTO and STO
systems. In the dielectric property measurements, the dielectric
constant is domestically contributed from the small dielectric
constant capacitance STO layers system in the serial
combination system but the dielectric loss is from the large
dielectric loss BTO layers system. Therefore, the dielectric
constant and the dielectric loss of the heterostructures are
dependent on the STO layers and the BTO layers, respectively.
However, a transition occurs when the period number is larger
than 16, where a dielectric response similar to that of the

ceramic (Ba,Sr)TiO3 thin films is observed with a much lower
dielectric loss. More exactly to say, when each ferroelectric STO
layer thickness in the heterostructures is less than 6 nm, the
dielectric constants are similar to those of their ceramic
(Ba,Sr)TiO3 thin films but have much lower dielectric losses.
These results indicate that the interface and nanostructure
effects play important key roles in these nanolayered
heterostructures systems. These phenomena can also be
understood from the X-ray diffraction characterization where
the satellite peaks start to show up when the combination

Figure 3. Cross-sectional TEM studies showing the epitaxial behavior
of as-grown BTO//STO multilayered thin films on (001) MgO. (a)
Low-magnification, bright-ield TEM image, (b) SAED from film, (c)
SAED from the interface covering both film and MgO substrate, (d)
high-resolution image showing the interface structure and epitaxial
behavior between the film and the substrate, (e) an atomically sharp
interface between the BTO and STO layers.
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number is larger than 16. The agreement between the X-ray
diffraction characterization and microwave dielectric measure-
ment indicates the strong interface effects occurred in the
systems when N ≥ 16. The nature of the interface effects and
nanostructure performance in the BTO/STO heterostructures
is under investigation and will be reported later. It should be
pointed out here that the extra low dielectric loss behavior
suggests that the BTO/STO multilayered thin films can be
used to develop for room-temperature microwave elements.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, ferroelectric BTO/STO heterostructures have
been epitaxially grown on (001) MgO by pulsed laser
deposition. The microstructure studies from the X-ray
diffraction and transmission electron microscopy indicated
that the films are highly c-axis oriented and have atomic sharp
interface. The interface relationships were determined to be
[001]BTO//[001]STO//[001]MgO and (100)BTO//(100)STO//
(100)MgO. The high-frequency microwave (∼18 GHz)
dielectric measurements reveal that the dielectric constant
and loss tangent of the films are varying with the stacking
period number. The optimized dielectric performance
determined by the value for the loss tangent (0.02) is achieved
at N=16 with the dielectric constant (1320). The strong
interface effect and nanostructure interaction were found when
the combination period is larger than 15, or each STO layer is
less than 6.0 nm. The ultra low dielectric loss performance in
the microwave frequency suggests that the interface engineered
BTO/STO heterostructures can be developed for the room-
temperature microwave element applications.
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